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Interviewing the Domestic Violence Victim:
Incorporating Interdisciplinary Lawyering
Skills inito the 1L Curriculum
Sara Benson

Abstract

Many legal problems require attorneys to navigate issues crossing between law
and economics, law and psychology, or law and social work. These intersections
represent classic problems presented to lawyers in their “real world” practice with
multi-dimensional clients. However, in the 2008 Law School Survey of Student
Engagement, 45% of the students surveyed recognized this challenge and maintained “that their legal education does not contribute substantially to their ability
to apply legal writing skills in real-world situations.”[1] By including an exercise requiring students to conduct an interview with a domestic violence victim in
the 1L curriculum, professors can address this pressing concern by encouraging
students to navigate issues ranging from the psychological and physical needs of
their client to the client’s safety and monetary concerns.
Although interviewing a witness at first glance does not seem to fit within the
traditional legal research and writing pedagogy, the open memorandum problem
lends itself to permitting students to gather facts using “client” interviews. Additionally, by fostering the development of practical lawyering skills in addition to
oral advocacy and legal research and writing, legal writing professors provide students with an essential tool every lawyer needs to successfully represent a client[2]
and assists upper level clinical professors by laying the groundwork for clinical
courses.[3] Thus, incorporating the domestic violence client interview into the legal writing curriculum prepares students for real world practice and multi-faceted
client problems; incorporates interdisciplinary skills into law school training; and
trains students for upper level clinical work.

Interviewing the Domestic Violence Survivor: Incorporating Interdisciplinary
Lawyering Skills into the 1L Curriculum
Sara R. Benson*
I.

INTRODUCTION

Many legal problems require attorneys to navigate issues crossing between law and
economics, law and psychology, or law and social work. These intersections represent classic
problems presented to lawyers in their “real world” practice with multi-dimensional clients.
However, in the 2008 Law School Survey of Student Engagement, 45% of the students surveyed
recognized this challenge and maintained “that their legal education does not contribute
substantially to their ability to apply legal writing skills in real-world situations.”1 By including
an exercise requiring students to conduct an interview with a domestic violence survivor in the
legal writing curriculum, professors can address this pressing concern by encouraging students to
navigate issues ranging from the psychological and physical needs of their client to the client’s
safety and monetary concerns.
Although interviewing a witness at first glance does not seem to fit within the traditional
legal research and writing pedagogy, the open memorandum problem lends itself to permitting
students to gather facts using “client” interviews. Additionally, by fostering the development of
practical lawyering skills in addition to oral advocacy and legal research and writing, legal
writing professors provide students with an essential tool every lawyer needs to successfully
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represent a client2 and assists upper level clinical professors by laying the groundwork for
clinical courses.3 Thus, incorporating a domestic violence client interview into the legal writing
curriculum prepares students for real world practice and multi-faceted client problems;
incorporates interdisciplinary skills into law school training; and trains students for upper level
clinical work.
Part II of this Article elucidates the interdisciplinary nature of a typical domestic violence
survivor’s concerns. These concerns encompass issues as varied as the intersection between law
and social work to the crossroads of law and economics. Part II continues with a proposal
regarding suggested topics instructors should include in class discussion(s) preceding the client
interview exercise, such as the methodology to utilize during client interviews (the funnel
method). Part III recommends a factual scenario the professor can utilize during the “client
interview.” The factual scenario incorporates a lack of trust on the part of the client, the client’s
disbelief that she is a survivor of domestic violence, and a faulty intake form that misidentifies
the client as a non-victim. Next, in part IV, the necessary components of the class immediately
following the interviews, the debriefing session, will be discussed. During this class, students
will be encouraged to discuss their experiences with the client interviews and the instructor will
be permitted to provide feedback to the class as a whole. Additionally, the students will be
encouraged to help re-draft the faulty intake form in an effort to better identify survivors of
domestic abuse. Finally, the Article concludes with a summary of the various interdisciplinary
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issues the client interview scenario raised and encourages professors to adopt and apply this
suggested class exercise to their legal writing curriculum.
II.

PRECURSOR TO THE INTERVIEW

The client interview could be used at any time during the legal writing curriculum.
However, perhaps one of the best periods in the first semester schedule for utilizing this method
of fact gathering is just before the open memorandum, when students must obtain facts from a
client in order to assess potential viability of a particular claim or defense. Before permitting
students to conduct the interview, at least one class is necessary in order to address
interdisciplinary concerns of domestic violence survivors that might arise during the interview as
well as basic instruction regarding the practitioner skills required to conducting the interview.
A. Concerns Unique to Domestic Violence Survivors
It would be difficult to address all of the interdisciplinary contexts implicated by an
interview with a domestic violence survivor in just one class session (and, especially precarious
to attempt to discuss these diverse issues in just part of one class session). Thus, at the outset,
the professor should remind students that this is an overview of domestic violence law and
practice and is not intended to be comprehensive. Students who are especially interested in the
issues addressed in the readings and in class should be encouraged, where available, to enroll in a
domestic violence clinical course. Additionally, the professor should assign one or more articles
for students to read before the class meeting in order to facilitate discussion.4
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The class before the interviews should specifically address, at a minimum, the safety
concerns related to providing legal assistance to a survivor of domestic abuse. Attorneys should
always begin interviews with a domestic violence client by assessing whether the client is in any
immediate danger. Attending to these concerns will also permit the attorney to gather important
information related to abuse that is necessary for obtaining an order of protection. Rather than
begin an interview by asking background questions, attorneys generally have a potential client
fill out an intake form in advance of or immediately prior to a client interview.5 For a client with
potential domestic violence-related issues, the form can include questions about the abuse
suffered. The information the attorney obtains from the form can also be used in order to instruct
the client regarding basic safety measures and the availability of non-legal services.

For

instance, even if the violence at home has not risen to the level of a threat of immediate violence,
the attorney should refer the client to a local domestic violence shelter.6 In addition, the attorney
should explain that if it is necessary for the client to flee the household for her safety, she should
gather as many important documents as possible and bring her children (if any) with her. The
attorney can also refer the client to the shelter regardless of whether she plans to stay there
because domestic violence shelters provide free out-patient counseling and support group
services to women suffering from abuse.

Finally, shelters often provide legal advocate

assistance.7 Thus, in addition to having an attorney, a client can utilize the services of a legal
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advocate for assistance with transportation to and from court, emotional support during the
litigation, and access to social services.8
It is also important to explain to students that the potential client may be reluctant to trust
the attorney with the details of her relationship. This may be particularly important as the
attorney-client relationship continues because the client may have the urge to reconnect with the
abuser and may not want to tell the attorney in fear of being judged. The students must
understand that domestic violence generally follows a cycle of abuse, where the abuser commits
a violent act or threat and then feels remorse.9 During the period following the act of violence,
there may be a “honeymoon” phase wherein the couple reunites for a period of time.10 However,
the cycle of abuse will usually continue at some later date with another act of violence.11 Thus, it
is important for the attorney to understand that the client has feelings for her abuser and may
wish to return to him during the honeymoon period. At this time, it is crucial for the client to be
honest with the attorney about her feelings (without feeling judged by the attorney), and to have
access to support groups and counseling sessions which will help her to avoid the emotional
draw of returning to her abusive relationship.
Students must also understand the relationship between representing a domestic violence
client and potential mandatory child abuse obligations. Many state laws require attorneys to
report child abuse, even if they learn of the abuse from their client (a survivor of domestic
violence).12 Students should be encouraged to locate child abuse reporting requirements in their
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home state and decide whether the law mandates attorney reporting. If so, the student should
remember to remind the client of this obligation during the interview and should explain the risks
of such disclosure to the client such as potential criminal or civil charges against the survivor and
the potential for increased danger to the survivor due to a child protection investigation against
her abuser.13
B. Interview Techniques
As a preliminary matter, students must review the domestic violence law for their state.
Although domestic violence statutes are very similar and for purposes of this exercise the student
is trying to obtain an order of protection on behalf of the client, which has a fairly standard set of
requirements, students should become familiar with the law. Students should be reminded that
they need to understand the legal requirements necessary to obtain an order of protection in their
state before they can ask the client the “right questions” or identify additional areas for
discussion during the interview. For instance, in Illinois, students will learn that the definition of
abuse in the Illinois Domestic Violence Act includes “physical abuse, harassment, intimidation
of a dependent, interference with personal liberty or willful deprivation . . . .”14 Harassment
includes “knowing conduct” that “would cause a reasonable person emotional distress” with a
presumption that a threat of “physical force” on one or more occasions causes such distress.15
Generally, students should be instructed about a typical method for interviewing a client:
the T-Funnel method.16 Students should generally be encouraged to ask broad, open-ended
questions and then narrow in on parts of the client’s responses that are particularly relevant to the

attorneys either to exempt or include attorneys in the reporting statutes” and about “fifteen state statutes require ‘all
persons’ or ‘everyone’ to report child abuse.”).
13
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legal issue or might lead to important information.17

Additionally, students should strike

legalese from their vocabulary during the client interview. Instead of asking whether the client
had a “common law marriage,” for instance, students should identify the legal elements of such a
marriage and ask related questions such as whether the parties lived together for any length of
time. Likewise, students should avoid asking questions such as, “has your partner every abused
you,” because domestic violence survivors may be reluctant to self identify as victims of abuse.18
Instead, the students should be encouraged to use a form asking specific factual questions about
the abuse. The form should include questions about whether the survivor’s family or household
member has ever hit her, threatened to hit her, maintained all control over the money in the
household, etc. Additionally, students could ask follow up questions to obtain details about the
specific instances of abuse during the client interview.
For instance, domestic violence survivors, like all clients, may be reluctant to discuss
their personal issues when an attorney is taking notes during an interview.19 The client may not
understand that the notes are confidential or may not trust the attorney at such an early stage in
the attorney-client relationship. Thus, the attorney should first establish rapport with the client
by introducing herself, explaining that all information is confidential (unless the attorney has
mandatory legal reporting obligations relating to child abuse, in which case this obligation
should be disclosed to the client),20 and begin the interview by making eye contact with the
client.21 If the attorney wishes to take notes, she should explain to the client why she needs to
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take notes (i.e. to help the client achieve her legal goals) and ask the client for permission to
write down information during the interview.22
Additionally, it is crucial for the student “attorney” to view the attorney client
relationship as collaborative and client centered. In this manner, the student will be more apt to
listen attentively to the wishes and goals of the client and to permit the client to help direct the
legal representation to meet her needs. There are two critical aspects of a client centered
approach: the ability to listen and not solely direct the interview, and the knowledge that the
domestic abuse survivor has a variety of different concerns, ranging from legal to economic and
psychological to physical. Thus, as an advocate, the student must be willing to understand the
client’s multitude of needs and be willing to refer the client to other service providers and
agencies and be understanding that some of the client’s goals may actually be hindered by a
strictly legal approach. For instance, if the client has a low wage job and relies on the abuser for
child support payments, it may not be useful for her to put him in jail where he may, as a result,
lose his job and be unable to continue to support the children. In this manner, the advocate is
truly able to listen to the needs and goals of the client.23 Thus, instead of recreating the power
dynamic of the abusive relationship by dominating conversations with the client, the attorney can
truly collaborate with the survivor in order to achieve her true directives.24
III.

DURING THE INTERVIEW

The professor will play the “client” during the interview. The interview could take place
during class or in small groups outside of class. It really depends on how much time the
professor has allotted to the assignment. If the instructor wishes to grade the interviews, one
22
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method to determine how well the student(s) performed during the interview is to assign a fact
memorandum follow-up assignment. Students will turn in a fact memorandum for the “file”
detailing facts discovered during the interview. In that manner, the professor can assign points
or a grade to the students, awarding the most points to those students who were able to obtain all
of the facts from the client. The professor may also wish to grade students on their performance
during the interview itself. For instance, the professor could award more points to those students
who are empathetic to the client, good listeners, and adept at asking follow up questions to obtain
additional facts about a given situation. Any number of factual situations could provide a
practical learning experience for legal writing students, thus, instructors should not feel limited
in any way by the set of facts detailed below. I will simply provide one set of facts as a sample
that could be utilized by instructors to demonstrate a variety of different interdisciplinary issues
inherent in domestic violence cases.
At the beginning of the interview, the attorney should introduce herself, explain that
everything discussed is confidential (unless there are mandatory reporting requirements) and
explain that she understands that this is not an easy thing for the client to discuss. She should
then ask if the client would be willing to fill out a brief form so the attorney can obtain some
preliminary information that will help the attorney to assess the client’s possible legal claims.
The client should briefly fill out and return the completed intake form (available at Appendix A
below) to the attorney. The form is intentionally quite bare and does not include all forms of
potential abuse. In fact, only instances of physical abuse are implicated in the form. In this
instance, the client will answer “no” to all of the questions in the form because she has not
suffered from any physical abuse to date.
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The factual scenario that instructors may use for purposes of the interview is as follows:
the client was reluctantly referred to this attorney by a friend and does not self identify as a
victim of domestic abuse. She is reluctant to trust the attorney and does not want to reveal
personal facts to a stranger. Thus, she will not easily divulge information until the attorney
introduces herself, makes her feel comfortable, and explains the procedure for the interview as
well as confidentiality. The form has actually made her feel even less like a victim of domestic
abuse and at the beginning of the interview she protests a bit that she may be in the wrong place
because none of the things listed on the form have happened to her. It is up to the student
attorney to obtain more detailed information about any potential abuse or threats of abuse from
the client. Additionally, a display of empathy on the part of the attorney during the interview
itself will help reassure her that she may speak frankly about the situation at hand.
She was dating her husband for six months before they got married. They have been
married for six months to date. Everything in their relationship was fine until she moved in with
him after they were married. Her husband has not laid a finger on her physically, but he is very
controlling. He does not allow her access to any of her earnings and instead makes her cash all
of her paychecks and provide the earnings directly to him. He then gives her an “allowance” of
just enough money to purchase groceries. He uses the rest of the money to buy things for
himself, such as color televisions and expensive cameras.

Yesterday, when she asked for

additional money to buy herself some clothing for work he raised a fist at her and threatened to
“beat her to a pulp” for asking. She believes that he will carry out this threat due to his terrible
temper and the fact that he constantly gets into bar fights when he is drunk.
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IV.

DEBRIEFING THE INTERVIEW

During the class immediately following the client interview, the students should be
prepared to discuss the interview process. To begin, the professor should ask whether the
students found the intake form to be a helpful tool during the interview. The answer should
generally be no and the students should be pressed to further explain this conclusion. They
should note that the form does not include many forms of abuse and is only focused on
emotional abuse. If the student stops there, the professor should continue the discussion by
further inquiring about what different types of abuse are prohibited by the domestic violence
statute. Additionally, students should be prompted to explain why this form may actually have
hindered the client’s ability to discuss the abuse. In other words, the client does not self identify
as a “victim” and is not aware that the law prevents abuse other than physical abuse. Thus, the
form actually hindered the client’s awareness that she could obtain legal redress by further
convincing her that she was not a victim of domestic violence. Some students may offer ways
the form could be modified to better identify legally significant abuse, such as threats of
violence, stalking, and emotional abuse. This may also provide an excellent opportunity for
group work during class. The instructor could advise students to keep the definition of “abuse”
from the domestic violence statute at hand as they work in groups to propose potential revisions
of the intake form. Then, the groups could discuss their proposed modifications with the entire
class. The proposals might add additional categories of abuse, but students might also add a
qualitative section to the form where clients are permitted to express in their own words how
they felt they were mistreated in their relationship. This type of “catch all” question on the form
might be a good way to ensure that all forms of abuse are captured and it will give the client an
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opportunity to present what she feels is the most important incident or incidents giving rise to a
legal claim.
Students should be encouraged to discuss concerns of the client that are related to nonlegal issues such as the client’s safety, economic concerns, and psychological needs.

For

instance, did the students engage in safety planning with the client? Did they discuss whether
she will be able to make ends meet on her own if she breaks ties with her abusive partner?
Perhaps she has doubts about whether she really wants to leave her partner and could benefit
from group therapy or individual counseling. Additionally, how many students referred the
client to the local shelter or domestic violence service center to obtain legal advocate services or
counseling? These types of matters may be specific to domestic violence clients, but clients in
all types of lawsuits have multiple concerns that may affect their ability to engage with their
lawyer. Thus, it is important for attorneys to be aware of other issues their client faces that may
hinder their ability to focus on their legal claim.
Students should also explain whether they felt the client was comfortable enough to
discuss the abusive relationship with them. If not, students should be encouraged to discuss
different techniques they could use to help foster a better rapport with the client. For instance,
some students may have forgotten to properly introduce themselves to the client. Other students
may not have made the client feel comfortable that information discussed in the meeting would
be kept private. Others could form a client-centered relationship by informing the client up front
that their only interest was to help her achieve her goals. Then, they could explain some legal
options (such as an order of protection) and ask the client what she would like to achieve with
the legal representation.
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Finally, students should be permitted to conclude the class with any other observations
about the client interview process. The instructor should also be prepared to give his or her
thoughts about things that went well during the client interviews and suggestions regarding how
the students could strengthen their interview skills or additional reference sources should the
students wish to continue with self-study.
V.

CONCLUSION

Incorporating an interview with a domestic violence client into the first-year legal writing
curriculum accomplishes two tasks: it prepares students for upper-level clinical courses (and the
practice of law); and it trains students to think about interdisciplinary issues when interacting
with clients. Although other types of issues may incorporate such interdisciplinary concerns into
the curriculum as well, domestic violence provides an ideal arena to discuss psychological,
safety, economic, and social concerns of clientele. It also provides students with a “real world”
example of the application of legal skills in practice. And, it permits students to exercise their
listening and empathy skills, which are underutilized in “traditional” first-year courses and are
essential to practicing client-centered law. Thus, legal writing professors are encouraged to
utilize this exercise in their classes to engage their students in the complex task of representing a
domestic violence survivor.
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE INTAKE FORM25
Date:
Name:

Samantha Freitag

Instructions:
We understand that this information may be difficult for you to share. Please
understand that all of your answers are confidential.

Has your family member, past or present boyfriend, or current or former spouse ever committed
one of the following acts? If so, please circle Y and list the date of the event(s):
slapped you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

pushed or shoved you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

bit you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

kicked you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

burned you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

pinched you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

pulled your hair

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

injured you by squeezing you too tightly

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

hit you with an object

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

used a weapon against you

Y

N

date(s): __________________________

Who committed these acts?

Alex Freitag

What is your relationship to the person who committed these acts?

25

husband

This form is based on: Diana Philip, “Ways Your Partner May have Hurt You,” Texas Advocacy Project (revised
April, 2006), available at http://www.texasadvocacyproject.org/program_service.php?pid=1.
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